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rapid spreading of city life and founding of colonial cities, but an exceedingly
formative period in the development of new styles of written languages and educa-
tional institutions whose generative centers were the cities of the eastern Mediter-
ranean and the Aegean Sea.
Meanwhile the ancient centers of the traditional culture tended to turn in upon
themselves and perpetuate the literary and linguistic forms of the classical languages of
Sumer and its Akkadian variations. As so often happened in later civilizations, the high
prestige schools became the citadels of traditional learning, glorifying the purity and
the sanctity of the Great Tradition of culture and proclaiming themselves as the
defenders of the true knowledge against those who would neglect or corrupt it. The
mathematical, the scientific, and the practical components of the earlier scribal schools
declined in favor of the purely literary and linguistic. The original, generous profes-
sional purpose of the Sumerian edubba-designed to train scribes for the major public
affairs of the city, the state, the temple, and the economy-became a narrow, technical
purpose: to train experts adept in writing the cuneiform language, which itself was
losing ground to the more simplified languages of the West Semites and the Greeks.
This constricted view of Mesopotamian education narrowed the meaning of the
profession of scribe.
This archaism, this looking to the past, tended to happen over and over again
when a great civilization found itself under attack, losing its political power, or being
bypassed by newer and more energetic societies. The defenders of the Great Tradition
tend to glorify its classic, golden era and to argue that the language and literature, the
religion, the culture, the systems of thought, the moral and aesthetic virtues of the
earlier days must be preserved and transmitted unchanged to successive generations if
the civilization itself is to survive. So perhaps for the first time, the basic ingredients of
a so-called classical education were formulated and defended. This theme, with
appropriate variations, can be heard in Hellenistic times, in late Roman times, in late
medieval times, and in late Renaissance times. It can even be heard in late modern
times as the Western colonial powers extolled their own classical forms of education as
prime agencies for "civilizing" the less advanced peoples of Asia, Africa, and the
Americas.
Meanwhile, the newer and more aggressive peoples with less refined cultures
were often eager to accept the higher, classic culture of the older civilization as a
means of learning the lessons and of entering the charmed precincts of civilization
itself. Some new societies might borrow or assimilate the old without making basic
changes of their own. This is largely what the Babylonians and Assyrians did during
the three thousand years of Mesopotamian civilization.
But other peoples not only learn the lessons of the old and emulate or assimilate
nuch of it, but also basically reassess and modify it on their own terms and in light of
their own characteristics and aspirations. In the process they develop a distinctive
civilization of their own. This is what the peoples of the Levant and the Aegean did in
the first millenium B.C. when they came in contact with the great variety of languages,
ideas, and customs that flowed through the Eastern Mediterranean region from
Mesopotamia to the east, Egypt to the south, and Anatolia and Greece to the north.
Thus it was that the scribes of the coastal cities of the Levant not only found

